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Chapter 41 Aftermath (2) 

 

 

It was night when I woke up. 

 

The room was completely dark, so it took a minute for my eyes to adjust, but I remembered that I had 

fallen asleep after coming back from the demon order meeting. 

 

I was going to lie in bed for a bit after realizing that it was all over, but I could hear voices coming from 

outside. The tone that they had made it seem like they were worried about something. 

 

As I listened closely, I recognized that it was the voices of Madame Rose and Cecilia. 

 

It was clear that there was something wrong. 

 

So I put on my clothes and walked out. 

 

When I came out, the voices suddenly stopped as both of them suddenly turned to look at me. 

 

I couldn't help being surprised, but it wasn't because they were both looking at me. It was because they 

were looking at me with strange looks. 

 

There was even a trace of what seemed to be fear in their eyes as they looked at me, but that quickly 

disappeared. All that was left was worry and confusion. 

 

I couldn't understand why they would look at me like this, so I asked, "What's wrong?" 

 

Neither of them said a thing when they heard this as they kept looking at me with that strange look. 

 



There was a long and awkward silence that filled the air as they just sat there without saying a thing. 

 

I also stood there awkwardly since it didn't feel right sitting down while they were looking at me like 

this. 

 

Finally after a long silence, Madame Rose said, "My husband, the Lord Baron Mordo is dead." 

 

There was no hesitation and no sadness in her voice, she said it like she was just stating a fact as she 

looked right at me. 

 

"Huh?" That was my only answer when I heard this. 

 

I wasn't able to react at first since it was just too shocking, but after I understood what these words 

meant, I couldn't help asking, "He's dead? When did he die?" 

 

Seeing this look on my face, the expressions on the faces of the two relaxed a little before they became 

serious again. 

 

Madame Rose didn't answer my question as she reached her hand out and said, "Let me see the dagger 

I gave you." 

 

I was caught off guard when I heard this, but I still went back into the room to take the dagger out of the 

cloak on the chair. I brought it back out and handed it over to Madame Rose. 

 

As soon as she took it, she brought it up to her face and looked at it carefully before putting it down in 

front of her. After putting it down, she looked over at Cecilia and said, "It's been used." 

 

Cecilia knitted her brows when she heard this. 

 

I also noticed that her hand slowly moved over to the sword at her waist. 

 



Madame Rose also saw this and quickly added, "It's only been used once." 

 

Cecilia was surprised by this before turning to look at me. 

 

I couldn't help being completely confused when I heard this. 

 

Madame Rose saw this look on my face and explained, "The manor that they were in was burned down 

with a al flame. The only one that I could think of was the dagger that I gave you." 

 

I was taken aback when I heard this. 

 

It didn't take a genius to put it all together. 

 

She most likely thought that I was the one who killed them all and burned down the manor, but I didn't 

do anything like that. 

 

But then I couldn't help asking, "Why does it prove that I'm innocent if I only used it once?" 

 

Madame Rose nodded in response to this and explained, "There were three distinct marks of al flames, 

so there were three different al flames used." 

 

"Ah!" I couldn't help saying. 

 

It was no wonder she thought that it was me. 

 

After all, this dagger had three shots and there were three signs of fireballs being shot, so this would fit 

perfectly. 

 

But as I thought about it, I couldn't help thinking of something. 

 



There were three succubi and three signs of al flames, so could it be that…? 

 

As this thought passed through my mind, I didn't rush to speak and knitted my brows to think. 

 

Seeing this, Madame Rose and Cecilia both knew that I had thought of something, so they waited for me 

to speak. 

 

After a bit of silence, I told them about what had happened at the manor and about the three succubi 

that had shown up at the manor. 

 

After hearing this, the two of them revealed confused looks as they said, "Why would the succubi do 

something like this?" 

 

I revealed an awkward look before telling them about the aphrodisiac incense that I used. 

 

As soon as she heard about this, Cecilia pulled her sword out to point at me as she said, "Where did you 

get this incense? What were you planning on using it for?" 

 

I immediately raised my hand to show that I meant no harm, but before I could say anything, it was 

Madame Rose who protected me by saying, "Cece, calm down. I'm sure that he didn't mean anything by 

it and will explain where he got it from." 

 

I revealed an awkward look again before saying, "I can't tell you where I got it from, but I can tell you 

that I was never planning on using it. It was just that it was the right situation that I used it in the first 

place." 

 

Madame Rose looked right into my eyes after I said this and I didn't look away this time. 

 

After looking into my eyes for a bit, she finally said, "Alright, I believe you." 

 

Cecilia had an unwilling look in her eyes, but she was calmed down by Madame Rose in the end. 

 



After calming down, Madame Rose then asked, "Why did they burn down the manor though?" 

Chapter 42 Monster Wave 

 

 

I couldn't help looking at Madame Rose with a strange look. 

 

I couldn't tell if she was asking this question on purpose or if she really didn't know…but judging by the 

look on her face, it seemed like she really didn't know… 

 

So I had no choice but to explain, "Well, since the succubi were incited by the incense, they most likely 

attacked the demon worshipers. As demons of lust, they…most likely drained them of all of their vitality 

and then killed them. But since it wasn't what they were supposed to do, they burned the manor down 

to hide the evidence." 

 

Madame Rose nodded in response to this before saying, "I also thought of that, but that seems like it 

would be too crude. After all, there were many different ways they could have taken care of the 

evidence that didn't involve burning down the entire manor. They could have created fake evidence that 

pointed the blame away from them and then followed up on that…" 

 

She continued on to give many different ways that the succubi could have covered it up much more 

efficiently. 

 

As she said all of this, I couldn't help feeling that I had misjudged Madame Rose. 

 

I had underestimated Madame Rose, but it seemed that she had been thinking much deeper than me. 

She had thought of many different ways that all seemed feasible and I couldn't help being a bit scared of 

her after hearing this. 

 

But she didn't know what the succubi were like, so it couldn't be blamed on her. 

 

The succubi seemed like they were the kind that panicked easily, so they must have thought of the 

simplest thing and gone with it. That was most likely why they had chosen to burn down the manor. 

 



I just said with a smile, "I'm sure that they were panicking after realizing what they had done and chose 

the simplest solution because of it." 

 

Madame Rose looked at me with a doubtful look as she said, "Is that so?" 

 

I just nodded with the same smile. 

 

She looked at me for a bit before giving a nod as well, as if she accepted this answer, but then she 

quickly knitted her brows again. 

 

I asked in a surprised voice, "Is there still something else wrong?" 

 

Madame Rose didn't answer right away, but she eventually said with a nod, "Un, it's the monster wave." 

 

"Monster wave?" I repeated in a confused voice before suddenly realizing what she was talking about. 

However, after realizing this, I couldn't help feeling even more confused as I asked, "Shouldn't the 

monster wave have dissipated because the demon worshipers were killed? After all, if the demon 

worshipers are gone, there's nothing for them to gain from sending this monster wave at the town, 

right?" 

 

That was right, the main goal of this monster wave was to sacrifice humans to the demons. 

 

However, since the demon worshipers were gone, it wasn't as if the human sacrifices could be prepared 

for the monster wave to capture. So the demons that should have learned of the death of these demon 

worshipers should have given up on this monster wave plan. 

 

Madame Rose didn't answer right away as she gave a sigh and just sat there with knitted brows. 

 

After a long time, she gave another sigh before saying, "The problem is that without the interference of 

the demons, the monsters are now just moving on their own." 

 

I couldn't help knitting my brows when I heard this. 



 

No matter how you looked at it, that seemed like a good thing since these monsters would naturally 

dissipate without the interference of the demons. 

 

But then Madame Rose said, "Without the demons controlling them, a few of the monsters have 

scattered, but a group of them are still heading towards the town." 

 

I finally realized what Madame Rose was worrying about. 

 

The monster wave threat still existed, even if the wave had become smaller. 

 

The bigger problem was that with the demon worshipers here and the demons controlling the monster 

wave, the damage would have been minimalized because they wouldn't want to destroy the town. 

 

But without anything controlling them, the monsters would cause great damage to the town since they 

would just follow their instincts to survive. 

 

A cornered beast was the most dangerous after all. 

 

After a long pause, I couldn't help asking, "How big is the monster wave now?" 

 

Madame Rose didn't answer this and instead turned to Cecilia who had been silently sitting there. 

However, that wasn't strange since Cecilia was the captain of the guards and the one who should know 

the situation with the monster wave the best. 

 

Cecilia was silent for a bit before saying with a heavy look, "30% of the monster wave has dissipated, but 

the remaining 70% is still heading towards the town. At the current size of the monster wave, it will take 

the lives of half the guards and half the town will be destroyed for us to wipe them out." 

 

After a pause, she added, "But there were signs of more monsters leaving the wave, so those estimates 

could be wrong. We'll keep monitoring the situation and we also have other plans to make more 

monsters leave the wave before they reach the town." 



 

Though it seemed a bit hopeful the way that she said this, at the very least, it meant that there were still 

options that were available. As for how feasible they were, I chose not to think about it. 

 

Madame Rose gave a nod in response to this before saying with a concerned voice, "Cece, don't push 

yourself too much." 

 

Cecilia's expression relaxed a bit as she just gave a simple nod. 

 

With all of this settled, there was nothing else to discuss, so I went back to rest up some more. 

 

But I couldn't fall asleep as I laid there in bed lost in thought. 

 

Could it be that this was a remnant from when this world was still a game? 

 

The town being destroyed by the monster wave was a key event in the game. So even if I destroyed the 

demon order branch here, could it be that they were still destined to attack and destroy the town? 

 

Was there anything that I could do to stop this or was this something that couldn't be stopped? 

 

After all, in this forced event in the prologue, both Madame Rose and Cecilia disappeared and they were 

never seen again. 

 

This wasn't something that I could allow to happen. 

Chapter 43 Baroness (1) 

 

 

When the sun shined in through the window and fell onto my eyes, I couldn't help waking up. 

 

When I opened my eyes, I saw that it was morning and that I was all alone in this room. 



 

I had expected Madame Rose to be with me, but it seemed like she had gotten up early in the morning 

for something. 

 

I wanted to keep lying in bed, but as I remembered everything that we talked about last night, I just 

couldn't stay lying there anymore. So I got up and got dressed before walking out into the living room. 

 

When I walked out, I found that Madame Rose and Cecilia were both there along with a bunch of maids. 

 

These maids were running around helping Madame Rose put on her dress, but this wasn't a normal 

dress. This dress was much fancier than anything that she had put on before. 

 

It was as if it was a special dress for a special occasion, but I didn't know what that occasion was. 

 

At the same time, I was also surprised to find that Cecilia was here in full armour. 

 

Normally, she would either wear light armour or wouldn't have any armour on at all, but now she was 

fully dressed in heavy armour. 

 

I couldn't help thinking that something was wrong. 

 

When Madame Rose and the maids saw me, she didn't say a word as she gave a snap and pointed at 

me. The maids all gave nods to show that they understood before coming over to grab me by the arms. 

 

I couldn't understand what was happening and I couldn't help panicking, but before I could do anything, 

I was taken away by those maids. 

 

An hour later, I had been fully washed and dressed in fancy clothes before being brought back to 

Madame Rose's room. 

 

Remembering all that happened, my face couldn't help turning red. 



 

It had been an ordeal trying to convince the maids to let me wash myself. 

 

They refused to let me do it until…they saw the size of my dick. 

 

When that large python appeared in front of them, they couldn't help revealing shocked looks before 

their faces turned red. Seeing this, they finally decided that it would be better for me to wash myself, 

but as they left, I could see that almost all of the maids who came with me couldn't help sneaking a 

peek. 

 

It was the same when I changed into these fancy clothes. 

 

I could feel their gazes falling on me as I changed… 

 

But when it was all over and I was back in the room, my chin couldn't help dropping when I saw 

Madame Rose standing there. 

 

She was wearing a beautiful red dress that perfectly accentuated her figure, but that alone wasn't it. She 

also had her long flowing hair tied up into a perfect ponytail that ran down her back, giving her a 

powerful feeling. 

 

She was the perfect representation of a powerful woman. 

 

Seeing the way that I was looking at her, she suddenly revealed a smile. She raised her hand up and 

wagged a finger before saying, "Come over here." 

 

I heard her voice, but I didn't process it until a few seconds later. 

 

When I did process it, I walked over in a daze until I was standing in front of her. 

 

She came forward to look at me before reaching her hands out to help fix the tie that I was wearing. 

After that, she also dusted off a few parts of the suit that I was wearing before moving up to fix my hair. 



 

As her hands moved across my body, they couldn't help touching a few sensitive spots. 

 

She didn't mean anything by it as she was just fixing my outfit, but when her hands touched it, I really 

couldn't stop myself… 

 

So there was a tent that was slowly being pitched in my pants. 

 

The maids to the side noticed it and they couldn't help covering their mouths as their faces turned red. 

 

Cecilia also noticed it and her face filled with a bit of anger, but at the same time…it also turned a bit 

red. There was also a trace of interest that could be seen at the bottom of her eyes. 

 

But Madame Rose was completely focused on helping me fix my outfit that she didn't notice. 

 

When she finished, she stood up and looked me over before saying with a satisfied smile, "Looking 

good." 

 

It was only then that she noticed that there was a tent being pitched in my pants. 

 

She was surprised, but she acted like she didn't see anything. 

 

She just leaned in and said, "Unfortunately we don't have any time for me to help you. You can get it 

under control yourself, right?" 

 

The way that she asked me this almost had a slightly commanding tone to it that I couldn't help being 

attracted to. 

 

But since this was a solemn request from her, I responded with a nod and said, "Un." 

 



Then after some thinking of things that would turn me off, I was able to get rid of the tent that was 

pitched. 

 

As it disappeared, the maids couldn't help revealing slightly disappointed looks. 

 

It was the same for Cecilia who still acted like she was angry. 

 

Seeing that I was able to control myself, Madame Rose patted me on the head and said, "Good boy." 

 

If it wasn't for me controlling myself, I would have popped another boner hearing this…especially with 

the natural seductive way that she said it. 

 

She then reached her hand out to me and said, "Let's go." 

 

I was surprised to see this, but then remembering my manners, I took her hand. 

 

It was just too bad that I had no idea where we were going, so I couldn't lead even if I wanted to. 

 

Madame Rose also knew this, so she led me along, though she walked slowly to make it seem like she 

was being led. 

 

We walked through the halls of the manor and came out to a carriage that was waiting for us. 

 

This carriage quickly took us to the center of the town where there seemed to be some kind of 

ceremony that had been prepared. 

Chapter 44 Baroness (2) 

 

 

Around the stage that had been prepared, there were many people who looked to be peasants standing 

around, waiting for the ceremony to begin. 



 

At the same time, to the side, there were some people who were dressed in fancier clothes that were 

sitting down in chairs that were also waiting for the ceremony to begin. 

 

Seeing all of this, I couldn't help feeling even more confused. 

 

But I didn't have time to ask anything as the carriage suddenly stopped. 

 

When it stopped, the driver came over to open the door, but Madame Rose didn't go out. 

 

Instead, she reached her hand out to me once again. 

 

I was in a daze at first since this situation overwhelmed me, but I still took her hand in the end. Then the 

two of us came out of the carriage and walked up to the stage together. 

 

As soon as we appeared, we became the center of attention. 

 

Everyone was dazzled by Madame Rose's beauty at first, but then they quickly turned their attention to 

me. 

 

As for the kind of attention that I received, it wasn't the positive kind. 

 

After all, I was some unknown kid who was escorting Madame Rose, walking alongside her like I was her 

equal. 

 

For these people, they naturally thought that I was some upstart who was above my position. 

 

Seeing this, I wanted to move a few steps back so that I was following Madame Rose, but she suddenly 

grabbed my arm and stopped me from doing this. When I looked at her, she looked back at me with a 

firm look that stopped me from doing anything else. 

 



The two of us walked right up to the stage and once I escorted her to the main position, I wanted to 

move to the side. The people gathered here were here for Madame Rose's ceremony, so they wouldn't 

want someone like me on stage with her. 

 

But once again, she grabbed my arm and forced me to stand beside her. 

 

I could only stand there with a bitter smile on my face. 

 

I didn't know what she wanted to do, but the piercing glares coming from the crowd really did hurt. 

 

After a short silence, Madame Rose said, "As you are all aware, the Lord Baron has perished." 

 

As soon as her voice fell, everyone's chin couldn't help dropping in shock, including my own. 

 

It wasn't shock over the news, but rather over the fact that she had announced something like this as 

bluntly as she did. 

 

Normally, one would try to hide something as volatile as this for as long as possible and not announce it 

in such an open fashion. However, Madame Rose went against the norm and announced it without 

hesitation in such an open place. 

 

Seeing the shock on everyone's face, Madame Rose didn't seem to care as she continued, "Since the 

Lord Baron has perished, it is my right as his wife to inherit his title since we do not have an heir." 

 

Everyone slowly came back from their shock and slowly nodded in agreement to this. 

 

There wasn't anyone that seemed to be opposed to this statement. 

 

Among these commoners, Madame Rose had quite the good reputation. 

 



It wasn't just because she was beautiful, although that was a big part of it. It was because she had 

enacted many different policies that had improved the lives of these commoners. 

 

Others didn't know, but I knew that it was all part of the Lord Baron's plan as well for her to have this 

reputation. 

 

After all, it would be even more devastating for her to be framed as a demon worshiper if she had this 

good reputation. 

 

So he wanted to build this good reputation for her. 

 

But it all backfired in the end since he was now dead and she was in prime position to take over his title. 

 

As I listened, I realized what this ceremony was all about. 

 

It was a ceremony for Madame Rose to take over the position of Baroness formally so that she would be 

able to do what she needed to do. 

 

This was something that needed to happen as soon as possible since there was the looming threat of the 

monster wave on this town. So that was why she had announced the death of the Lord Baron without 

any hesitation. 

 

It seemed like Madame Rose had already planned everything. 

 

Seeing that most everyone was in support of the succession that she had just announced, Madame Rose 

gave a satisfied nod before turning to someone who had been waiting on the side the entire time. 

 

This person was the priest from the local church who was here to preside over the succession ceremony. 

 

As the priest from the church, he had the divine right from God to bestow these noble titles and preside 

over succession ceremonies. 

 



The priest came over and stood in front of Madame Rose, raising the staff in his hand before saying, "Do 

you swear to protect your subjects according to the title that has been bestowed upon you? Do you 

swear to uphold your responsibilities to the people as one of the nobles chosen by God?" 

 

Madame Rose said with a nod, "I swear." 

 

The priest brought the staff forward and Madame Rose bowed slightly for the priest to tap the staff over 

her head. 

 

The priest brought his hands together and said, "I bestow upon you the title of Baroness in accordance 

with the will of God." 

 

There was silence that followed this, but then the crowd broke out in cheers. 

 

Madame…Baroness Rose stood up and waved her hand at the people to acknowledge this. 

 

To the side, I also clapped along with the crowd. 

 

I knew that with this, the plot of the story had changed and now there was a chance that… 

 

Before I could think any further about this, Baroness Rose came over and took me by the arm, pulling 

me in front of the crowd and the priest. 

 

The crowd and the priest all fell silent as they were stunned by this, but that wasn't the greatest shock 

that they received yet. 

 

Baroness Rose suddenly said, "This man will officially be my new husband and the new Lord Baron." 

Chapter 45 Baron 

 

 

As soon as her voice fell, not a single person was able to say a single thing in response. 



 

That included me who just stared at her in a daze. 

 

But then the crowd exploded with complaints. 

 

There were countless people that were cursing me out for being a demon and using some kind of  to 

control the new baroness. 

 

But in the end, they were all quieted down by the guards that had been at the ceremony. 

 

The priest looked at me with a strange look, but then he shook his head to deny the allegations of the 

crowd. 

 

This man might be a priest, but he was also a powerful light  user since he was able to become a priest. 

The priests in this game were all powerful clerics that relied on power to reach their position, so not a 

single one of them could be looked down on. 

 

This translated to this world that was based on that game. 

 

So with the prestige that this priest had, it quickly cleared up the allegations of me using  to control the 

baroness. 

 

But that still didn't explain why Baroness Rose would want me as her husband and the new baron. 

 

The priest looked carefully at Baroness Rose and asked, "Baroness, are you sure of this? Do you 

understand what you are asking for?" 

 

Baroness Rose had been looking at me the entire time, completely ignoring the crowd around her as she 

was waiting for my reaction. But since it was the priest who asked her this, she had no choice but to turn 

to him to respond. 

 

"I am fully aware of what this decision means." Baroness Rose said in a firm voice. 



 

The priest had a strange look on his face, but he still gave a nod of acknowledgement in the end. 

 

After all, he was able to see that she wasn't affected by a single trace of . 

 

So this was indeed something that she was saying of her own will. 

 

But of course, even if the priest accepted this, that didn't mean that the others would. 

 

Especially those people who were sitting on the side with fancy clothes. These were the rich and 

powerful people in the Lord Baron's territory who hadn't become demon worshipers, so they had 

survived the purge. 

 

These people were fine with Madame Rose taking over as the baroness, but for someone like me who 

came out of nowhere to go over their head and become the new baron…That was something that these 

people definitely couldn't accept. 

 

Not to mention, there were some of them who knew my true identity. 

 

They knew that I was the sex slave that the Lord Baron had bought for Madame Rose. 

 

Someone of this background definitely wasn't suited to becoming the new baron! 

 

So they were about to make a fuss and use their prestige to pressure Baroness Rose. 

 

But before they could, there was someone who took the lead to stop them. 

 

It was Richard, the one that had supported Madame Rose and had given me the disguise to infiltrate the 

demon order. 

 



"All of you, do you understand what you are doing? Baroness Rose is the new ruler of this domain and 

all of you are thinking of overstepping your bounds! I will not forgive anyone that shows disrespect to 

the baroness!" Richard said in a fierce voice. 

 

When these people heard this, they couldn't help cowering a bit. 

 

That was because after the purge, with many positions of power being vacated, Richard had gained 

quite a bit of influence in this territory. Not to mention, he was someone who was loyal to Madame 

Rose, so she had helped him claim quite a bit of power. 

 

So they didn't dare offend Richard right now. 

 

At the same time, Baroness Rose had also turned her gaze away from the priest and was glaring at these 

people. 

 

When this gaze was on them, they couldn't help feeling the pressure coming from Baroness Rose that 

suppressed them. 

 

So they had no choice but to back down and accept Baroness Rose's decision. 

 

Richard gave a snort after seeing them cower and he turned back to look in our direction. 

 

Though it seemed like he was looking at Baroness Rose, I could tell that his gaze was on me… 

 

For some reason, I could also feel a bit of hostility coming from that gaze. 

 

If I remember correctly, this Richard wasn't married and didn't have a fiancee…Though he was 

significantly older than Baroness Rose… 

 

After the crowd fell quiet, Baroness Rose turned back to look at me as if she was still waiting for a 

response from me. 

 



But I was in a terrible position right now. 

 

I could feel the gazes of hostility, anger, and envy coming from the crowd. 

 

Baroness Rose was a beautiful woman and she was someone that now had the title of baroness, so she 

was the dream lover of countless people. The fact that I had swooped in out of nowhere and claimed 

her would definitely create many enemies. 

 

But there really was nothing else that I could say in this situation. 

 

So I could only give a nod in response to this. 

 

Baroness Rose revealed a happy smile before bringing me over to stand in front of the priest. 

 

The priest had a very awkward and strange look on his face, but under the pressure of Baroness Rose, he 

had no choice but to do the same ceremony that he did for her with me. 

 

After he finished asking me the same questions, I couldn't help looking at Baroness Rose. 

 

Seeing that smile on her face, I could only nod and said, "I swear." 

 

With that, I was named Baron Zwein. 

 

Once the ceremony was over, Baroness Rose didn't spend any more time here. 

 

Under the angry and distrusting look of the crowd, we headed back to the carriage and drove off back to 

the manor. 

 

Of course, not a single one of these looks were aimed at Baroness Rose. 

 



All of them were aimed at me. 

Chapter 46 It’s Been A While 

 

 

When we came back to the manor, the first thing that happened was…we changed out of those outfits. 

 

They might have been fancy, but they definitely were not comfortable. 

 

After we got out of those outfits, we gathered in the room again and Cecilia joined us. 

 

The maids served tea and some snacks before being dismissed by Baroness Rose. 

 

But after they left, not a single one of us said a thing. 

 

Baroness Rose just calmly sipped her tea while the two of us just sat there in front of her. 

 

Finally, she said to me, "It seems like you have something you want to talk about." 

 

I nodded before saying with a serious look, "Why did you make me a baron?" 

 

Baroness Rose didn't respond to this and instead looked at me with a quizzical look, "Did you not want 

to become the baron? Become my husband?" 

 

I couldn't help being taken aback by this, especially since I was shocked that she was acting cute like this. 

 

This definitely isn't something that she would have done in the past, or at least the her that I knew 

wouldn't have done that. It really did seem like she had changed…but I couldn't tell how she had 

changed. 

 

But I couldn't let myself fall into her pace like this. 



 

I gave a cough before saying, "It's not that I don't want that, but it's too early for this, don't you think?" 

 

Baroness Rose didn't respond when she heard this as she just took another calm sip of her tea. 

 

I could see that she didn't intend to answer this, so I kept pushing by saying, "You should know how 

dangerous it is doing something like this. Not just for me, but also for you as the new baroness. Doing 

something like this will just destabilize your own position and make it harder for you to take over as the 

baroness." 

 

Baroness Rose just calmly sipped her tea as she listened to me complaining to her, but then she 

suddenly put the tea down. The way that she put it down was a bit hard, so there was a loud sound that 

rang out. 

 

As soon as this loud sound rang out, I couldn't help swallowing the words that I had been about to say 

and just stood there with my mouth wide open. 

 

Baroness Rose looked at me, but this time she didn't have the same gentle look as before. Instead, she 

revealed a look that I was more familiar with from our time together. 

 

It was a look that had a trace of darkness in it, but it was mainly filled with a kind of jealousy. 

 

Looking at me like this, she said, "If I left you alone, who knows how many girls will flock to you." 

 

I couldn't help being even more stunned when I heard this. 

 

I never thought that she would…act jealous like this. 

 

She normally kept her feelings much more guarded, so for her to act this way really was shocking. 

 

I revealed an awkward look before saying, "You know it's not like that. I wouldn't do anything…like that." 



 

Though I said this, it was clear by the awkward tone in my voice that I didn't really mean it. 

 

But I couldn't mean it! 

 

This was my precious new life given to me by God, so I wanted to live it how I wanted to live it. 

 

Not to mention that I had been sent to this world of the H-game that I wanted to be in when I was still 

back on Earth. There were still many things that I wanted to do in this world, many women that I wanted 

to meet and sleep with! 

 

I didn't want to be restrained this early! 

 

Baroness Rose narrowed her eyes even more when she heard this, but then she gave a sigh in the end. 

She then said, "I know that I won't be able to stop you and it would just hurt you to use force against 

you. But I do hope that you will look at me more." 

 

Seeing her look at me like this, my heart couldn't help trembling. 

 

After all, it would be a lie to say that I didn't feel anything towards her. 

 

So I couldn't help unconsciously saying, "I'm sorry." 

 

Hearing this, Baroness Rose revealed a faint smile before suddenly standing up, catching both of us off 

guard. Then in a further shock, she crawled onto the table and started moving towards me. 

 

Seeing her act this way, I could only stand there in a daze as I couldn't understand what she wanted to 

do. 

 

She crawled across the table until she was right up in front of me and then she grabbed me by the shirt, 

pulling me in closer. Her hands didn't stop there as they started moving into the shirt and they moved 

up, rubbing against my chest. 



 

As her hands moved up, they got closer and closer to their target… 

 

When she arrived, she suddenly pinched…on my nipples. 

 

When she did this, it was as if there was a bolt of lightning that ran through my body. 

 

I couldn't help saying, "What are you…" 

 

Before I could finish, she suddenly lifted up my shirt and exposed my chest. Then her face came forward 

until her mouth was…over my nipples. 

 

Her tongue came out first and she did a quick lick to tease them. 

 

This time, the electric feeling was even stronger than before. This time, It was like my entire body was 

going numb from the feeling of her licking my nipple. 

 

As soon as she licked it, I couldn't hold back anymore as a tent was pitched in my pants. 

 

Seeing this, she didn't stop as she continued teasing my nipples. 

 

One was being teased by her fingers while she licked the other one. 

 

I couldn't help letting out moans of pleasure as this happened. 

 

Finally, when the tent in my pants reached a size that she was satisfied with, Baroness Rose stopped 

teasing my nipples and looked up to say with a charming smile, "It's been a while, hasn't it?" 

Chapter 47 Something Different 

 

 



Even a fool would be able to understand what she was implying in this situation. 

 

Not to mention, I was already about to burst out of my pants with how much she had turned me on. 

 

So without hesitation, I grabbed her by the shoulder and then suddenly pulled her close. 

 

Baroness Rose was completely caught off guard by my sudden action and her body just went along with 

it. 

 

Then in one smooth move, I grabbed her legs and her back, picking her up in a princess carry. 

 

Even though this was a small body, at this moment, I was filled with adrenaline. 

 

With that adrenaline coursing through me, I had power that didn't suit this small frame of mine. 

 

Baroness Rose's face turned red when I picked her up, but she didn't struggle at all. Instead, she just 

focused on looking at my face with that same blush on her face. 

 

After picking her up, I carried her into the bedroom to the side and then plopped her right onto the bed. 

Then without her saying a thing, I started pulling her clothes off of her. 

 

Baroness Rose was once again surprised by this, but she didn't struggle. 

 

In fact, she couldn't stop her heart from beating fast. 

 

This was definitely a different feeling from before, but it wasn't as if she disliked it. 

 

Even if she was someone that liked being in charge, she also wanted to be taken care of from time to 

time like this. She still had the heart of a young maiden…not that she was that old in the first place. 

 



As for me, after taking off her clothes and seeing the beautiful body lying there under me, I couldn't stop 

this feeling from filling me. There was a feeling of wanting to dominate this beautiful body that stirred 

deep inside of me. 

 

If it was before where she was still the madame and I was still a sex slave, I wouldn't have acted on this 

feeling, but now… 

 

It was all different since she was now the baroness and she had made me the baron, her husband. 

 

Since I was the baron and her husband, shouldn't I take charge? 

 

If I was a man, shouldn't I act like one? 

 

So I allowed this feeling of domination to fill me and take me away. 

 

I pulled off my clothes and revealed the large prize that was hidden underneath. 

 

When Baroness Rose saw this large prize appear, her eyes filled with anticipation and there was a small 

wet spot that appeared on the bed where the spot between her legs was. 

 

But I didn't give it to her right away. 

 

I reached out and turned her body so that her head was facing me. 

 

Once she was like this, I stood at the edge of the bed so that my dick was right over her head. 

 

Seeing this dick casting a shadow over her, Baroness Rose couldn't help giving a gulp as her eyes filled 

with even more excitement and anticipation. 

 

I grabbed the side of her head and then said, "Suck it." 



 

Baroness Rose was surprised by this sudden order from me, but she also quickly opened her mouth. 

After that, her tongue started reaching out, moving towards my dick as if she couldn't wait to lick it. 

 

I revealed a faint smile when I saw this and then I moved my dick down slightly so that her tongue could 

touch it. 

 

When it was placed in front of her, Baroness Rose's tongue immediately started moving up and down. 

 

This time, there was no technique at all. 

 

This time, she was just trying to lick it as much as she could, as if she wanted to savour the taste of it. 

 

But her passion carried through and pleasure came from my dick. 

 

While there wasn't a special technique used, the way that her tongue danced on my dick as she tried to 

lick it as much as possible was just as good as any proper technique would be. 

 

The more that she licked, the better it felt. 

 

I came closer and closer to a climax, but I pulled back before I could. 

 

She looked up at me with a disappointed look as if she wanted to keep licking it, but that disappointed 

look quickly disappeared as I stuffed the dick into her mouth. 

 

When she felt it enter her mouth, her eyes opened wide as it felt like her jaw was about to be ripped 

apart. But she pushed through the pain and started licking it again. 

 

Feeling this, I couldn't help looking at her with amazement. 

 



I could see the tears in the corner of her eyes, but even then she was still licking my dick. 

 

Since she was so into it, I didn't hesitate to say, "Take it deeper." 

 

Then in one smooth move, I pushed about a fourth of my dick into her mouth. 

 

I would have pushed even further, but I was scared that it would be too much for her, so I didn't push it 

too deep. 

 

However, I was quickly surprised by the feeling that came from my dick. 

 

Even though her mouth was completely stuffed, Baroness Rose didn't stop her tongue from moving 

around the part of my dick that was inside of her. It was like a snake's tongue as it danced atop my dick, 

going around it again and again. 

 

As she did this, I really couldn't take it anymore. 

 

Her licking it earlier had already pushed me close to the edge, but now…she had pushed me over the 

edge. 

 

So I grabbed her head and said, "I'm about to cum!" 

 

Baroness Rose's eyes opened wide when she heard this, but her expression quickly relaxed and she 

revealed an expression that seemed like she was ready to take it. 

 

So with a tremble of my waist, I shot my load into her mouth. 

 

As I shot it, her tongue didn't stop at all as it continued to lick all the parts of my dick. 

 

As she did this, the pleasure that I felt made sure that I shot out every bit of that load into her mouth. 



 

When the trembling of my waist stopped, I realized my mistake and I quickly pulled out my dick from her 

mouth. 

 

There was a mix of slobber and cum that came dripping out of Baroness Rose's mouth, but she didn't 

mind as she started gasping for air. After all, her throat had been jammed shut with a dick just now, so it 

was hard for her to breathe. 

 

But she quickly caught her breath. 

 

After catching her breath, her hands came up to scoop the semen that was on her face off before…she 

brought it to her mouth and licked it all up out of her hands like it was the most delicious meal. 

 

She swallowed all of it while lying there on her back and then when she finished, she opened her mouth 

for me to see. 

 

I was shocked to see her doing all of this, but at the same time…my dick couldn't help getting hard again 

seeing this. 

 

Since she was still ready to go, I got onto the bed and stood there over her, letting my dick cast a 

shadow over her face before saying, "It's time for the second round." 

Chapter 48 Pressed Down 

 

 

After hearing this, Baroness Rose just revealed a smile as she said, "I'm ready." 

 

I didn't hesitate at all after hearing this as I bent down over her. 

 

But before putting it into her, I grabbed both of her legs and brought them up over her head so that she 

was presenting herself perfectly for me. 

 

After bringing those legs up, I said to her, "Hold them." 



 

Baroness Rose was surprised and confused to hear this, but her hands still came up to hold her legs as I 

had commanded. 

 

As she held her legs and presented herself like this, I couldn't help feeling emotional. 

 

This was a position that almost every game had, but actually seeing it in front of me…was something 

else. 

 

It was the mating press! 

 

After a moment of being stunned by this beautiful scene, I immediately went forward and took my 

position above her. 

 

When I was there above her, Baroness Rose couldn't help becoming even more wet and she moved her 

hip, as if she wanted to get closer. However, holding her hands like that forced her to stay lying there. 

 

With a smile, I said, "Be good." 

 

Baroness Rose couldn't help revealing a surprised look, but then she said, "Un." 

 

Then in one swift move, I thrusted my hip forward, inserting it as deep as it would go. 

 

With how wet she was, I was able to push all the way inside of her. 

 

However, I couldn't get all of my dick into her as there was something that seemed to block me from 

going any further. It was almost as if I had reached the back of her vagina and couldn't push any further. 

 

So instead of trying to push, I just pulled out. 

 



Baroness Rose had been in a daze as she muttered, "So full." But when she felt that I was about to 

suddenly pull out, she couldn't help saying, "Wait, not so…" 

 

Before she could finish, I had already pulled my dick out of her. 

 

With this sudden movement, Baroness Rose wasn't able to keep up and she was filled with so much 

pleasure that she couldn't help…spraying all over me. 

 

I couldn't help revealing a look of pride when I saw this. 

 

I had gone from someone who didn't know a thing to someone that could make a woman cum with just 

a single thrust…I had really come a long way. 

 

But there was no letting her rest as I suddenly thrusted into her again. 

 

Baroness Rose had been in the middle of her climax when she was suddenly filled with my dick once 

more. 

 

As the wave of pleasure assaulted her brain, she couldn't stop her eyes from rolling back and her facial 

muscles relaxed as her tongue came out of her mouth.  

 

Once again, I was filled with a sense of pride after seeing this. 

 

Just two thrusts was enough to get an ahegao out. 

 

It seemed like I really was improving my technique the more that I had sex. 

 

I pushed all the way into her and then the same thing happened where I was stopped from pushing any 

further. 

 

Since I had reached the back, I was about to pull out again. 



 

But then I suddenly remembered something. 

 

Wasn't there supposed to be another space inside of a woman's vagina? 

 

Then did that mean that I could push even further? 

 

With this thought, I looked down at Baroness Rose who was drowning in pleasure before deciding that I 

would give it a try. 

 

So even though it felt like there was something blocking my dick from going any further, I still pushed 

forward. After using a bit more force than I did before, I found that my dick was indeed slowly going 

forward. 

 

The feeling that came from my dick was like it was being inserted into another hole. 

 

Baroness Rose had been out of it from the waves of pleasure that were attacking her brain, but then she 

suddenly snapped out of it when she felt the sensation that came from down there. 

 

She looked up at me and said, "Wait, don't! If you push any further, you'll…" 

 

She wasn't able to finish as her face suddenly twisted in pleasure. 

 

I had been able to push through that hole and reached even further inside of Baroness Rose. 

 

I knew it, there was still the womb that was inside of her that hadn't been reached yet. 

 

So I thrusted all the way into her and she once again revealed the same ahegao face as she muttered, 

"Ah, it's even deeper…" 

 



This time, I found that I was able to reach all the way inside of her with my dick. 

 

At the same time, I could see that there was a little bulge that appeared on her stomach. 

 

I had thought that it was just a myth that bulges could be created, but it seemed that it wasn't a myth. 

 

With this, I couldn't help revealing a smile before going to pull my dick out of her again. 

 

But this time, I didn't pull all the way out. Instead, I pulled just enough so that I reached the entrance of 

her womb before thrusting forward again, hitting the very back of her womb. 

 

Instead of doing her vagina, I was doing her womb. 

 

Again and again, I pressed my weight down on her, thrusting into her again and again. 

 

With every thrust, there was a spray that hit my waist as she came again and again. 

 

During this time, I also brought my face down to her face and placed a firm kiss on her lips. However, 

her facial muscles were so relaxed that she didn't even feel it. I could just feel her tongue flopping 

around in my mouth, almost as if she had completely lost consciousness. 

 

But I could see that wasn't the case as her eyes kept reacting from every thrust that I made into her. 

 

Finally after thrusting for a bit, I could feel that I was about to climax. 

 

So with one last thrust, I pushed my dick all the way up inside of her before shooting my load deep into 

her womb. 

 

This time, Baroness Rose reacted once again as she snapped out of her daze and she looked up at me 

with a slightly fearful reaction. But as soon as my load was shot into her, pleasure completely filled her 

face as she said, "Ah, it's filling me up! It's completely filling me up! There's so much of it!" 



 

After shooting my load into her, I slowly pulled my dick that was completely drenched in cum out of her. 

 

Looking down at her pussy and all of the cum that was dripping out, I revealed a satisfied look. 

 

But at the same time, I couldn't help getting more turned on and once again my dick started getting 

hard. 

 

However, it didn't seem like Baroness Rose had the energy to keep going… 

 

It was a good thing that Cecilia was there on the side. 

 

So I waved my hand at her and said, "Come over here." 

 

Cecilia had been standing there in a daze, watching the two of them go at it like animals. 

 

The way that he had thrusted into her made her think of animals who only fornicated for the pure 

instinct of reproduction. It was as if he had only wanted to get her pregnant. 

 

Some might be turned off by this pure display of lust, but it made Cecilia very turned on. 

 

Her legs were already soaked from watching the two of them. 

 

So when he called her over, her heart couldn't help skipping a beat before she slowly made her way 

over. 

 

When she came over, I presented my dick to her and said, "Clean it up." 

 



The smell that came from the dick in front of her assaulted her nose and went all the way to her brain, 

completely wiping out her sense of reason. It wasn't a pleasant smell, but for some reason, it became 

more and more attractive the more she smelled of it. 

 

So she fell to her knees and started licking the dick clean. 

 

Once it was clean, I said to her, "Get on the bed, it's your turn." 

 

Cecilia's heart couldn't help skipping a beat after hearing this, but she still obediently got into the bed 

and laid there beside Baroness Rose. 

 

As she laid there, it was as if her heart was about to jump out of her chest. 

 

Seeing the way that she looked, I really couldn't stop myself… 

 

I really wanted to make a mess of her! 

 

So I went over her and started doing to her what I had done to Baroness Rose. 

Chapter 49 Special Armour (1) 

 

 

When I woke up the next morning, I was hit with the scent of cum and sweat mixed together. 

 

After the animalistic sex that we had last night, no one had the energy to clean up and we had fallen 

asleep just like that. 

 

After I had finally had my fill, I had laid there in between these two beautiful women and had fallen 

asleep. 

 

When I woke up, I found that both of them were still lying there in the same position that I had left them 

in last night. 



 

Both of them were laying there with their legs still up above their heads in the same mating press 

position. Of course, their arms were no longer holding them there since they were both asleep. 

 

But when they felt the movement that I made to look at them, both of them slowly opened their eyes as 

they woke up. 

 

After waking up, the first thing that they did… 

 

"Ah!" 

 

They both gave pained cries as they slowly brought their legs down from over them. 

 

Sleeping in this position had completely cut the blood flow to their legs, so they were completely numb 

now. It was very painful for them to slowly bring their legs down and it took a long time before the 

feeling came back to their legs. 

 

Both of them revealed bitter smiles as this happened, but they also revealed fond looks as they 

remembered what had happened last night. 

 

After recovering, both of them looked at me with a strange look. 

 

I couldn't help being surprised by the strange way that they looked at me, so I asked, "What? Is there 

something on my face?" 

 

Both of them slowly shook their heads before suddenly revealing smiles. 

 

I just laid there with a confused look as I couldn't understand what was happening. 

 

It seemed that I really would never understand what women were thinking… 

 



After getting out of bed, the first thing that we did was go take a bath. 

 

The cum and sweat that had dried on our bodies left a very unpleasant feeling, so a bath would be 

perfect right now. 

 

But of course, we went into separate bathrooms. 

 

I had wanted to use the same bath, but the two of them knew what I was thinking and rejected it. They 

still had work to do today, so they couldn't just spend time with me right now. 

 

But Baroness Rose had whispered in my ear, "Just wait until tonight." 

 

I couldn't help feeling excited, but I restrained myself and nodded in agreement to this. 

 

After I had finished my bath, the maids couldn't help looking at me with strange looks. 

 

They had been looking at me with these strange looks since they saw me come out of the bedroom with 

both Baroness Rose and Cecilia. 

 

It wasn't hard to guess what they were thinking, but I couldn't help revealing a bitter smile at this 

thought. 

 

When we gathered again in the living room for some breakfast, I learned what the two of them were 

planning on doing today. 

 

Baroness Rose was going to handle the matters of this barony which was to be expected, but what 

Cecilia was planning on doing surprised me. At the same time, I couldn't help feeling worried when I 

learned what she was heading out for. 

 

She was going to lead an offensive strike against the monster wave with her soldiers. 

 



They would be leading a guerilla strike where they would attack the stragglers of the monster wave. By 

picking off the stragglers, they would slowly whittle down the monster wave to a point where it would 

be manageable. 

 

But of course, there were risks that came with this. 

 

After all, they were still fighting the monsters and the monsters were anything but weak. 

 

Even if they were stragglers, they were still powerful. 

 

Not to mention, it was a guerilla strike, so it was all about speed. If they were stopped by the monsters 

that they attacked, they would be immediately trapped by the monster wave and decimated. 

 

In short, there were many different ways that this could go wrong. 

 

So there was no doubt that this was a very dangerous mission. 

 

I couldn't help looking at Cecilia with a worried look after learning this. 

 

Seeing this look from me, Cecilia revealed a firm look and said, "It's my duty as a knight to fight to 

protect the people." 

 

She was making it clear that she wouldn't be convinced out of heading this guerilla attack. 

 

Of course, that wasn't my intention in the first place. 

 

I knew that this was important for our survival since if the monster wave were to reach the town in its 

current state, there was no doubt that we would all be slaughtered. I had already seen this happen 

before in the game, so I didn't want to see it happen in this new life as well. 

 

Still, it was hard not being worried for her. 



 

So after thinking about it, I decided that I would do something. 

 

There weren't many things that I could do, but there was something that I had that no one else in this 

world had. 

 

My system. 

 

I looked at the system inventory and after hesitating for a bit, I still decided to pull it out. 

 

If this was my previous world, it would be considered harassment to give something like this to a 

woman, but it was different in this world. Mainly because this thing didn't exist, so they didn't know 

what this thing was in the first place. 

 

They wouldn't know why it was wrong to give it to a woman. 

 

I placed the two round shaped things on the table in front of me and said, "Take these with you when 

you go fight the monsters. It will help you." 

 

Both Baroness Rose and Cecilia were surprised when they saw what I had placed in front of them. 

 

Cecilia couldn't help picking up one of them and asking, "What is this?" 

Chapter 50 Special Armour (2) 

 

 

Seeing her hold it up in front of her face like this, I really couldn't help revealing a strange bitter smile. 

 

After all, it was very strange seeing a woman hold this thing like this. 

 



When she saw the strange smile on my face, Cecilia couldn't help feeling something was off. So she put 

the round thing back on the table and narrowed her eyes to look at me as she said, "What's wrong? Why 

do you have that strange look on your face?" 

 

The bitter smile became bigger for a second, but then I quickly forced myself to calm down before 

saying, "Nothing, it's nothing." 

 

Cecilia looked at me with the same glare, as if she was still doubting me while she said, "Really?" 

 

I gave a calm nod before saying, "That thing is a special item that I want you to use." 

 

Cecilia looked back down at the round things on the table before asking, "How do I use these things?" 

 

Once again, I couldn't help revealing a strange look when she asked me this. 

 

After all, being asked how to use these things by a woman really gave me a strange feeling. 

 

Cecilia noticed this look again and said, "What's wrong with you? Why do you keep revealing that 

strange look?" 

 

I shook my head and said, "It's nothing, it's nothing." 

 

She looked at me with a look that made it clear that she didn't believe me. 

 

I just gave a cough and said, "Well, it's awkward for me how to use this since this is special armour that 

goes in a special place…" 

 

She narrowed her eyes to look at me before asking, "What special place?" 

 

I couldn't help looking down. 



 

My eyes went from her face down to her…chest. 

 

Cecilia's eyes followed my gaze and she saw what I was looking at. When she realized what I was 

referring to, her face immediately turned red from embarrassment before turning red from anger. 

 

She pointed her finger at me and said, "What kind of nonsense are you saying? You want to tell me that 

this is special armour that goes on my chest? Who would believe that kind of drivel?" 

 

Once again, I couldn't help revealing a strange smile. 

 

That was right, if it was anyone else that said that to me, I wouldn't have believed it either. 

 

However, this was an item that came from the system that God gave me, so I had no choice but to 

believe it. 

 

Seeing this strange smile on my face, Cecilia thought that I was making fun of her, so she couldn't 

control herself as she stood up. She came right in front of me and grabbed me by the collar, lifting me 

up off the couch I was sitting on. 

 

Then she lifted her fist as if she was about to punch me as she said, "I really should teach you a lesson!" 

 

But before she could punch me, Baroness Rose suddenly said, "Cece, calm down." 

 

Cecilia's fist stopped in midair after she heard this and she turned back to look at Baroness Rose with a 

wronged look before saying, "Ro Ro, he's clearly sexually harassing me! Why shouldn't I punch him?" 

 

Baroness Rose patted her hand before saying, "You always do this. You should calm down and listen to 

what he has to say first. If he is harassing you, it isn't too late to punch him after you hear him out." 

 

Cecilia had an unwilling look, but she still let me go in the end. 



 

I had thought that Baroness Rose would help me, but it seemed like she was just throwing me further 

into the pit… 

 

Still, I calmed down and started explaining what this thing was to Cecilia. 

 

As she listened, her face couldn't help turning more and more red from both anger and embarrassment. 

 

When I finished there was a moment of silence that followed before she burst out saying, "I knew it! He 

was just sexually harassing me!" 

 

She stood up once again and grabbed me by the collar, lifting me off the couch. Her other hand had 

already formed a fist in the air and she was about to punch me. 

 

But once again, Baroness Rose said, "Cece, calm down." 

 

Cecilia looked at Baroness Rose with the same unwilling look, but Baroness Rose continued by saying, 

"You can't say that without trying it first." 

 

After she said this, Cecilia couldn't help looking at her in shock. It was as if this was the last thing that 

she had expected her to say. 

 

After stuttering for a bit, Cecilia finally said, "Roro, you can't be serious, right?" 

 

Baroness Rose just looked at her with a serious look and gave a nod. 

 

Cecilia's mouth dropped after seeing this. It opened and closed a few times, but she wasn't able to say 

anything in the end. 

 

Finally, she gave a sigh and picked up the two round things on the table. Holding them up in front of her 

face, she couldn't help looking at Baroness Rose and asking, "Do I really have to do this?" 



 

Baroness Rose gave a firm nod in response to this. 

 

Cecilia gave another sigh before turning to glare at me. 

 

I knew that it was best for me to keep quiet in this situation, so I tried to make myself as invisible as 

possible. 

 

In the end, Cecilia took off her shirt and revealed those large breasts. 

 

As they came swaying out, it couldn't help turning to look at them. My head followed the swaying of 

those large breasts. 

 

Cecilia's face turned a bit red when she saw this, but there was a bit of enjoyment that appeared in her 

eyes before she glared at me. 

 

She didn't even know why she felt this way, but if it was him… 

 

After glaring at me, she brought those round things up to her breasts and brought them in front of her 

nipples before putting them on. 

 

Once she had put them on like I had taught her, she couldn't help saying, "This, this, this is…" 

 


